Environmental & Toxicology International (ETI)

On Tuesday, September 4, 2001 Mr. Lopez shipped the samples to Dr. Donnelly
using a ETI FEDEX airbill with the samples arriving at Texas A & M at I045 am
on September 5, 2001. However, in a cryptic and unacceptable message to me on
September 5, 2001, I was informed by Dr. Donnelly that the samples had not
arrived in his lab until nearly 1330 hours, about three hours after FEDEX had
obtained a signature from Texas A & M for the delivery. Dr. Donnelly's note
indicated that he was unhappy with the shipment storage temperature although
Mr. Lopez had packed the coolers with frozen blue ice for the shipment.
It is the opinion and stand of ETI that the City of Mission, through the errors of
omission and commission by Mr. Townsend violated, changed and negated the

contract of ETI with the City. Payment of the process of sample collection has
never been completed, modification of the contract has not been produced,
telephone calls from ETI's consulting business manager, Dennis Markferding, to
rectify these matters were never returned. All we have received IS criticism,
demands and blame. 1 shall not even dwell upon the many, many negative
comments that were reported to me by residents during my stay in Mission to
collect samples that were attributed to Mr. Townsend. While the residents were
wonderful, cooperative, helpful and full of energy to get this work done, it
appeared that others in City govenunent did not share their enthusiasm and
concern.
ETI is also very unhappy with the constant and incessant attempts of newspaper
and TV reporters to question and harass us. This intrusion started the first
morning as we began our sample collection at the home of Ester Salinas. A TV
video reported tried to stick his camera into the trunk of my car. He was in the
way of our work and had to be ushered out of the way. While TV may have had
the permission of some to film what we were doing we did not want the TV there.
we were impeded by the TV and did not like being followed all over Mission by
the TV. I am a scientist. I am not aware that the TV is scientific. When 1 am
doing scientific work I am not doing it other than by scientific principles. During
the months of September, October, November and December the TV and
newspaper reporters continued to call as if I had to stop and_ explain everytliing I .
was doing to them. I disagree. The ETI contract with the C.ity forbade me 10
discuss anything with others. I refused to speak with them, but they kept calling.
Despite all of the forgoing, despite September 11, 2001, which temporarily forced
us to leave out laboratory in Virginia, despite the onslaught of anthrax work that
erupted after the letters arrived in the Senate Office Building, despite our regular
work, we started the samples in September and finished the analysis of all of the
samples in December, 2001. Not all of the houses we tested were highly
contaminated, bur most were. The two warehouses of Mr. Pena adjacent 10 site
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